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For this man cave, an underutilized hallway nook was transposed into a vibrant music room for the
semiretired client, who picked up guitar lessons after 40 and wanted space to invite guest musicians and
display his beloved collection, including electric Fenders. Located off a hallway from the family room and
connected to the theater, the room is part of the entertainment zone for the Paradise Valley home, completed
in 2016. An indoor sport court is nearby. “Our client wanted to get his rock star on and spend some fun
evenings with his buddies,” says Anita Lang, Allied ASID, principal of Scottsdale-based IMI Design, which
also designed the home’s man-cave bar. “The goal was to make a space that even The Beatles would have loved
to jam in to inspire our amateur rockers.” The opening movement: Bring in fresh air and light. “The goal was
to transform this heavy, dark Tuscan home into a sophisticated space that mixed the old with the new,” Lang
explains. “We reimagined a mix of transitional forms in relevant materials and hues and then mixed these
with eclectic pieces for pluck!” She notes that the owner OK’d her designing in a sharp new way. “We
appreciated that he had the willingness to go bold and just forget that beige even exists,” Lang says. To
dramatically spotlight the multicolored guitar collection, the traditional molding panel walls are finished in
rich peacock-teal-blue paint. Above the dramatic cornice, the ceiling celebrates the owner’s heritage with a
Celtic knot design painted over textured silk wallcovering. The peacock tufted velvet sofa, fitted with colorful
throws, a puzzled octagon table and a fuzzy shag rug, playfully combine old and new. The serving tables easily
move to double as seating, if a quintet shows up. Contemporary plywood-bent metal chairs add to the
welcome. Task-oriented floor lamps and overhead dimmable lights provide illumination and create shadows
for the wall-mounted guitars. And, during the winter, heavy-lined drapery panels sharpen the acoustics while
adding lushness. “The client loves his music nook,” Lang says, “and he even told us that we gave him a reason
to find a few more guitars to add to his collection.” An instant hit.
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